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Background (UKRI-funded projects)

• Hearing Aids for Music (HAfM)
• Collaboration with Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS 

Trust (+ 37 Trusts), Harley Street Hearing

• Multidisciplinary, leading experts on advisory board

• Five studies e.g. survey, interview, resource evaluation

• HAfM website and resources
• www.musicandhearingaids.org

• Further research projects
• Aural Diversity www.auraldiversity.org

• Cadenza www.cadenzachallenge.org

HAfM Research aims
• To explore how hearing loss and the use of hearing aid 

technology affect music listening

• To understand the benefits and challenges of listening to 
music through hearing aids

• To explore strategies used by audiologists in clinic to address 
musical needs

• To understand how can we improve access to music for 
people with all levels of deafness

High levels of musical engagement 
(N=1,425)

• 87% agreed that music is important

• 67% listen as often as they can

• 66% attend live events regularly

• Reported functions/uses of music
• Pleasure, relaxation, mood-regulation, activities

“I really miss music. I used to play in bands and enjoy listening to 
a wide range of music. It is not really a pleasant pastime any 
more. I'm filling up writing this. It's the saddest part of being 
deaf for me. It's taken away one of my real pleasures in life.”

Hearing aids help…

• They enable music appreciation

“they do improve, vastly, cause without them, there’s 
nothing there, I, hear all the thump, thump, thud bits out of 
a track, you know, if you take a guitar solo, I wouldn’t hear 
any of it” (M, 47yrs)

• Improve ability to hear out musical elements

“I did used to struggle to pick the instruments out when I 
first noticed I were losing me hearing. Now if I’ve got me 
hearing aids in, ‘oh, I can hear a guitar coming in there, I can 
hear that coming in’, so it has brought that back” (F, 33yrs)

• Improvements due to technology advances 

“It can sometimes feel a bit flat, like hearing aids can’t hear 
the full complexity and clarity of sound. Whenever I get new 
aids I am always amazed at the improvement each time. It’s 
like a new pair of glasses enabling you to see more shades 
and tones of colour. Or even new colours completely.”

http://www.musicandhearingaids.org/
http://www.auraldiversity.org/
http://www.cadenzachallenge.org/
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• “Hearing aids certainly allow me to hear more than I would 
otherwise. But the quality is poor.”

• “As a live performer I wish there was an aid(s) I could use that 
would make sound more natural and without the "whistle". If I 
play without aids my hearing I miss detail of others, i.e. cues. If 
I wear aids, I hear more but get sometimes unnatural feedback 
and distortion. "Devil & Deep Blue Sea" analogy.” 

• “Without hearing aids I'm unable to hear instruments such as 
violins, with aids the violins are distorted.”

Rated helpfulness of HAs (1 Not at all 
helpful to 10 ‘Very helpful’) in recorded and 
live music contexts (N=851)
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Rated usefulness of hearing 
aids for music (N=81)
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Music-related problems

• Pitch perception problems
• Music sounds ‘out of tune’, pitch distortion

• Difficulties with balance/mix/ensemble
• Identifying instruments, sounds blend together

• Problems hearing lyrics
• Challenging to follow or understand lyrics

• Difficulties with dynamics
• Unable to heat quiet parts, some parts too loud

• Live contexts more challenging
• Too loud, hearing aids often overwhelmed

• “I am struggling in the professional orchestras that I 
continue to play with because of pitch distortion and loss of 
harmonies.”

• “The sounds blend together and become messy very 
quickly. There is more music that I experience as noisy 
compared to before. There cannot be too much happening 
in the music at the same time if I am to follow it. I am not 
very good at hearing individual instrument voices”

• “Not being able to distinguish song lyrics is the worst part. I 
don't listen to new music now without subtitles or an app 
that shows the lyrics because I just can't make out what the 
lyrics are.”

Technology-related problems

• Automatic functions for speech
• Feedback and noise reduction manager supress music

• Dynamics, loudness, compression
• Compression schemes negatively affect dynamics

• Spectral balance
• HAs do not sufficiently amplify low frequencies
• Over-amplification of higher frequencies (‘sharp’, ‘harsh’)

• Artefacts
• Distortion (‘scratchy’, ‘crackly’, reverberations)
• Feedback (‘whistling’, esp. high-pitched violin, flute, soprano)

• Sound quality
• Spectral balance, poor frequency response
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• “There is occasional feedback, and lots of distortion, 
especially with female voices, reed and bowed string 
instruments”

• “The hearing aids will shut down if it thinks a note is 
feedback so the output is continuously variable, which is 
annoying when listening but impossible when 
playing/singing.”

• “The compression/limiting/autolevelling is infuriating and 
strongly detracts from my listening pleasure.”

HAs designed for speech

Ramirez T, Herbig R. Optimising hearing aid processing for 
music appreciation. ENT & Audiology News 2016;25(4):101-2.

Audiologists’ strategies (N=53)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Increase number of channels

Speech mapping

Use open dome fitting

Volume control, (e.g. turn source down, HA up)

Manage expectations

Bring music or instrument into clinic

Use technologies (e.g. streaming, phone app)

Follow-up with patients

Provide bespoke programs, including music

Change Maximum Power Output

Use manufacturer recommendations

Changes to frequency response, range

Taking individual differences into account

Changes to gain

Alterations to compression

Disable automatic functions

Audiologists’ strategies

• “…switching off all adaptive parameters, lowering 
MPO, turning off feedback measures, ensuring 
omnidirectional microphone…”

• “increase frequency range, turn off any frequency 
compression, reduce standard compression, 
remove aggressive feedback management, raise 
MPO levels marginally”

• “Tend to remove adaptive features. Increase 
MPO. Increase low frequency amplification. 
Reduce compression”

Individual musical needs

• “Important to know situations and lifestyle of each patient”

• “It depends on the hearing loss and the individual and 
indeed on the type of music they enjoy”

• “Taken patient issues and problems into account - what type 
of music or musical instrument”

Apply manufacturer music 
programme (with tweaks)

• “first adding on as a manual selection the music 
setting from the manufacturer on the aid, then 
adapting and tweaking the setting in follow up 
appointments in discussion with the patient to see if 
they feel they are getting any better results.”

• “Normally I would provide the hearing aid provider’s 
programme for music and also another tailor made 
programme for music which I adjust based on 
instrument played or what they want their aid for.”
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HAfM resources

Patient and practitioner leaflets

www.musicandhearingaids.org

Clinical strategies: history taking

• Ask about importance of music

• Take history of what, when, where and how the 
hearing aid user listens/performs

• What problems are experienced

• Determine how HL profile fits with instrument
• Use tools (e.g. instrument freq. range chart) to enhance 

dialogue

• Discuss Assistive Listening Devices that might help

• Convey that acclimatisation to music can take time

‘instrument to frequency’ chart

(Image by Alexyo.Netcom, CC BY-SA 3.0)

Clinical strategies: what to 
consider in fitting 

• Live versus recorded music
• Live contexts more challenging 

• Severity of loss 
• Mild HL fewer problems, more likely to remove HAs

• Playing/performing

• Switching between music and speech

• Realistic expectations

Programming hearing aids:
General hearing aid settings 

• Mould selection – keep open if possible.

• Give a volume control with as wide a range possible, 
and ensure that hearing aid user knows how to use it. 

• Keep volume control separate for left and right aids.

• Offer a mute button for control of loudness in live 
settings/performing.

• Verify fitting with Real Ear Measurement (REM) as 
accurately as possible to target.

• Try manufacturer’s music program with the following 
tips:

Programming hearing aids:
Settings in a music program 

• Disable automatic functions
• Feedback manager and frequency 

transposition/compression

• Noise management and wind-noise management

• Microphone adaptive directionality, and consider 
selecting fixed microphone directionality

• Base gain on everyday listening program

• Increase Maximum Power Output cautiously

• Look at compression ratios, and select slow-acting 
compression

http://www.musicandhearingaids.org/
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Greasley, A. E. & Crook, H. (2023). 
Evaluating the impact of Hearing Aids for 
Music (HAfM) resources on practitioners 
and patients. BAA magazine (Winter 2023).

https://www.nihr.ac.uk/documents/
case-studies/hearing-aids-for-
music-impact-case-study/25873

Testimony

• “It's already changed how I operate just from reading through 
… if I have someone with problems in a music issue then I will 
read through the leaflet and I will say 'have I looked at this, 
have I looked at this, have I looked at this', and it basically 
helps me cover everything you know in the one resource to 
make sure I've done the best for that client who is struggling 
with that music issue.” [Audiologist]

• “The quick reference stuff is really helpful so just as a baseline 
if audiologists have only got five minutes and think well this 
person plays music and I'm not sure what to do, then it's a 
really nice quick reference for them to have.” [Head of NHS 
Audiology Department]

• “I think patients feel more empowered when they have leaflets 
and they can go away and do their own reading and just 
consolidate what we've talked about in the appointments” 
[Senior Audiologist]

Summary

• Listening to and performing music has significant health and 
well-being benefits, esp. for older adults (cf. Macdonald et al., 2012)

• HL causes perceptual deficits that can adversely affect music 
appreciation and negatively impact musical activities

• HAs enable music appreciation, but can cause unwanted 
artefacts (e.g. distortion) and sound quality is poor.

• ‘Devil & Deep Blue Sea’ analogy

• Clinical strategies can be used to improve musical experiences, 
though more systematic research mapping outcomes is needed 

• HAfM resources provide counselling and programming tips 
which audiologists have found helpful
• Revisions necessary to reflect advances in technology and telecare

Thank you for listening

Any questions?

www.musicandhearingaids.org

musicandhearingaids@leeds.ac.uk

@musicndeafness

mailto:musicandhearingaids@leeds.ac.uk

